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2020 FLORIDA BAR HEALTH LAW SECTION UPDATES:  

PUBLISHING GUIDELINES 

 
The Florida Bar Health Law Section (“HLS”) publishes significant legal developments on various topics 

affecting the health care industry. These Updates, which are published every two months, are intended to 

provide, in a simplistic yet effective manner, a wide variety of relevant and timely information to the legal 

profession and providers.   

Fair and Impartial:  

HLS’s publications should maintain a fair and balanced approach to all issues. To maintain the appearance 

of impartiality, Authors also should avoid biased or opinionated phrases and inflammatory language. To 

that end, an Author must reveal to HLS staff if he/she represents or is a party in a judicial, administrative 

or legislative proceeding that is the primary focus of the submission. HLS may refuse to publish content 

written by an Author who represents or is party in a judicial, administrative or legislative proceeding that 

is the primary subject of the submission. 

Authors may not comment on identifiable vendors, services or products. The submission should not contain 

any material that could be perceived as promoting or marketing a firm, company, product or service. HLS 

will not publish articles that discuss identifiable vendors, services or products or that could be perceived as 

promoting a firm, company, product or service. 

Content and Editing Standards:  

• Authors: HLS Members and non-Members (including current law students) may submit Updates 

for consideration.  Authors must include their name with each submission and may (but are not 

required) to include their law firm affiliation or the name of their organization.   

 

• Deadlines/Timeliness:  Authors will be asked to submit an Update once every two months, 

pursuant to the Deadline Schedule that will be disseminated by the HLS Editorial Team.  If an 

extension is required, Authors should email the HLS Editorial Team as soon in advance as possible 

to request an extension.  Authors acknowledge and understand that the purpose of the HLS Updates 

is to publish articles on timely, current developments, and as such, articles must be submitted by or 

before the deadline.   

 

• Length/Content Requirements:  HLS Updates are typically shorter pieces, approximately 300 to 

1,000 words, that offer a summary or analysis of a current heath law issue that impacts Members’ 

practices (e.g., legislation or regulation updates, significant court rulings, important trends in the 

healthcare industry).  However, we understand that certain topics may require more words than is 

required to effectively articulate that particular issue.  As such, we will make certain exceptions 

depending on the nature and content of the submission.   

 

• Significant Legal Developments: If an important legal development arises in between HLS 

publications that an Author believes should be published before the next upcoming deadline, the 

Author should inform the HLS Editorial Team, which will make a determination as to whether or 

not to separately publish the Update prior to the next deadline.  
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• Quality and Accuracy/Citations: Each Author is responsible for the substance and accuracy of 

his/her submission. HLS Authors must properly cite to any specific case law, regulation or statute, 

if applicable to the submission, and must ensure that the citation is accurate.  Citations should 

conform to Bluebook standards.  

 

• Acronyms: In general, acronyms (including those that are familiar, such as HMO) should be 

spelled out the first time they appear, except in article titles if the term represented by the acronym 

is wordy and its meaning is commonly understood. Set off the acronym, with quotation marks, in 

parentheses following the term it is defining. Do not use an acronym if the term it abbreviates 

appears only once in the text. When an acronym is used in plural form, add ‘s’ without an 

apostrophe, unless possessive.  Example: The Office of Inspector General’s (“OIG’s”) statement 

about health maintenance organizations (“HMOs”) was released last week.  

 

• Plagiarism Policy: HLS Authors must properly attribute all sources to avoid plagiarism in HLS 

publications. Authors’ submissions should provide accurate citations for all portions that are not 

the Author's own opinions or ideas, giving appropriate credit to the sources of information used.  

The Florida Bar, and the HLS specifically, is not responsible for any repercussions that may occur 

if an Author plagiarizes from another source.  

 

• Marketing/Re-Publication: The HLS understands that Authors voluntarily prepare these Updates 

on their own free time.  We understand that Authors may wish to share their Updates with third 

parties, whether for marketing or educational purposes.  We permit re-publication of any Update 

by Authors, so long as a disclaimer is expressly contained in the re-publication that the Update 

originally appeared in the HLS Updates publication. 

Process:  

Submissions must comply with HLS Executive Council Guidelines for Authors and are subject to editorial 

review before being accepted for publication.  HLS reserves the right to reject a publication if it fails to 

meet these Publishing Guidelines.   

Copyright License and Release:  

By submitting an Update, Authors acknowledge that the Update was prepared according to these Publishing 

Guidelines, including its plagiarism policy.  Author certifies that he/she is the copyright owner of the Update 

or has authority or permission to publish the Update, and that nothing in the Update infringes upon any 

third-party rights and is not defamatory, an invasion of privacy or otherwise actionable. Author will be 

solely responsible for any liability arising from any such claim. Author grants HLS a royalty-free license 

to publish, reproduce or distribute the Update, in all forms and media.  

Contact:  

Authors should submit proposals for HLS Updates, or any questions regarding the HLS Updates or these 

Publishing Guidelines, to flabarupdates@gmail.com.   

 


